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Back in the late 1980s, I was just going to every 

 event I could,

taking along my little black and white portfolio, or, if I felt particularly

lucky, some prints to try and sell. I showed John Freeman my work and

asked if there was any possibility of some work at 

.

He seemed interested in me doing comic strips and thought the

DWM Archive series might be a good starting point. So I was very happy

because the first one was 

, with Sarah Jane and

Tom’s Doctor. That was a lovely chance to get. I rewatched the start of Part

One on a home-recorded VHS and tried to encapsulate and condense that

down into an opening strip. I thought it would be a solid idea to

incorporate a vortex swirl into the lower half of the artwork, where it would

all meld together and draw you into the TARDIS as the Mandragora Helix

hitched a ride.

I think the problem with comics for me was my interest in doing detail;

it would cause me to spend way too long on pages and put too much into

it. That was the problem with 

: I used way too

much black, basically messing about putting in details and not leaving

enough for the colourist to do. I coloured the next one, 

, myself to save annoying anybody!

THE MASQUE OF MANDRAGORA COMIC
From a script by Louis Marks; colours by Steve Whitaker; lettering by Sophie Heath.
Printed in Doctor Who Magazine #161 (1990). Edited by John Freeman.







As you’ll have gathered already, I’m keen on monsters, so this

is a very different one for me. But I really enjoyed 

 as a kid, so this was a wonderful opportunity.

Good old 

 pandering to us fans with

the idea that there were other people like us knocking around

in scattered, remote parts of the UK and that they might have

an amazing sort of otherworldly experience!

A lovely notion, so I thought I’d run with it: have Maxwell

Edison, with his little helmet and his backpack on, riding on

his motorcycle, and use that incident with the stars falling over

the village as a key part of the design. (Plus, it was a chance to

use a very nice reference of Peter Davison that I stumbled

across.)
I settled on the idea for this really quickly. You can sum

up that story with the titular event. It makes an impressive

visual for the cover – and it was a way that I could also leave a

lot of space for titles and that column at the side, and all that

jazz.

DOCTOR WHO CLASSIC COMICS #18
Dated 30th March 1994. Edited by Gary Russell.
Reprinting Stars Fell on Stockbridge from Doctor Who Monthly #68- 69 (1982).





DOCTOR WHO CLASSIC COMICS #25
Dated 12th October 1994. Edited by Gary Russell.
Reprinting Space War Two (TV Comic #816-819), The Labyrinth (TV Action #120), Part One
of Doctor Who and the Star Beast (Doctor Who Weekly #19-22), A Switch in Time! (The
Incredible Hulk Presents #6), and K9's Finest Hour (Doctor Who Weekly #12).

I love 

. As with 

, it’s the notion of something otherworldly happening

in your town. Aliens could be just around the corner! Naturally,

Beep the Meep was a favourite, and I wanted to showcase that ‘poor

little creature’ [comic book companion] Sharon met at the

beginning, and solely  at his more vicious side. I stopped short

of having blood on his fur, although he’s got that red hue to one of

his pupils, which goes well with his little tongue. He’s a great design,

with those tufty ears and weird sucker-fingers.

Beep was complex to do. I layered colours again to achieve that

white, but also to reflect what’s around him. Take the amber glow

from the streetlight just behind: that’s a secondary colour to build

up, spotlighting Beep’s back, and around his ears (and also shows

up the wall’s texture going into the distance and picking out the

edge of the bin in the foreground).





DOCTOR WHO CLASSIC COMICS #27
Dated 7th December 1994. Edited by Gary Russell.
Reprinting The Spoilers (TV Action #123), The Vortex (TV Action #125-129), The Unheard
Voice (TV Action #131), and Timeslip (Doctor Who Weekly #17-18).

I hadn't really heard that the range would be ending, but I’d realised that they couldn’t run

forever because there’d not been that many 
 comic strips to republish – a

substantial, but not infinite, number. You're always aware there's a finite lifespan to them.

It was the same with the VHSes, and then, I guess, with the DVDs: you reached the

endpoint, where everything has been released up to date. Until then, you just carry on.

You’re always looking around for more work anyway, and this was 1994 so I was getting

into the VHS range by then.

But for the last issue, I remember being told, ‘we think it'd be a nice idea to parody the

tenth anniversary Radio Times cover, but with the comic strip creatures in place of the

Dalek, Cyberman, and Sea Devil, and the First and current (i.e. Seventh) Doctors where

the Third Doctor would be.’ You’ve got a Klepton, which was nice to include as I’d done

them on my first cover for the range, issue two; a Trod, something of a recurring threat in

the early days; and the lovely Mekon rip-off floating around from 
 (again,

a nice harking back as that comic was reprinted in the first two issues of 
).



I  honestly don’t know when I first met Colin face to face. I mean I know when I first became
aware of his awesome talent as an artist – John Freeman, then editor of ,

showed me his painted cover for an issue, based around . I recall being
suitably dismayed that most of the art was going to be hidden beneath a stupid flexidisc
cover-mount and thinking, 'Oh, stick the silly flexidisc on the back'. Probably not the first mad
thought I ever had about cover-mounts and certainly not the last.

Colin's dynamic art for that cover was great. Painted covers for DWM were still very much a
rarity and it was nice to see one so bright and, well, summery!

A few years later, I suspect I met Colin at a DWM signing at Cafe Munchen. By then, I had
edged my way into Marvel UK and took over John's job, not only overseeing DWM but launching
its sister title, , in 1992. Both magazines gave me the opportunity,
whenever the budget allowed, to feature far more painted covers than ever before. 
especially so. I made it my mission to use Colin more than any other artist on  –
so poor Colin not only had to draw endless Dalek covers but also got to do Kleptons, Frobisher,
and Beep the Meep – such was the diversity of characters created for the comic strips over the
years. And every time, he jumped at the opportunity with enthusiasm and a clarity of vision that
I liked. "Think Kleptons" or "Look again at " or "It's that Sixth Doctor
story with the half-human/half-

Too young for vinyl, too old for streams – kids of the ‘90s were the video generation. Saving
up all my pocket money and blamming it in WHSmith was how I navigated my cultural

landscape – from movie blockbusters to rock concerts and of course, .
With the series off air, those tapes were all we had, served up in random order without the

week’s wait between episodes. Looking back, there was no real need for anything more than a logo
and a publicity photo on the boxes – we would have bought them regardless. But somebody,
somewhere, decided that these things had to be beautiful, and boy were they. On shelves lit up
like rainbows, in amidst a throng of gifted artists, you could always tell one of Colin’s covers from
the dazzling colours and jam-packed compositions. Each one was an explosion of detail, managing
to make even  look like an unmissable thrill ride. They almost felt restrained by the
dimensions of the plastic packs, as if they were meant to be huge posters hanging off the walls,
and I still wish BBC Worldwide had cottoned on and printed a few in this format.

When the videos moved beyond paintings and then everyone moved beyond videos, Colin’s
efforts stayed with me so much that when I was faced with a particularly challenging cover-
commission of my own, I plucked up the courage to seek him out over the internet and ask his
advice. To my amazement, he not only replied with a lengthy reel of tips and tricks, he’d even
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taken the time to spruce up my rather pathetic original in areas where it was exceptionally lacking
– all for a complete stranger who was essentially trying to rip off his stuff.

Years later, when I’d found my own style and was busy lending it to the pages of 
, I was lucky enough to be sat next to the man himself in the artists’ room at a special

convention.  Happily, he proved to be every bit as generous and amiable in person as he was via
email, one half of a great team with his wonderful wife Michelle. Since then we have remained
firm friends, and he even turned up to a show on my album tour, wherein I duly puzzled the crowd
by pointing him out and gibbering about  (of which I have every copy that
Colin’s art graced).

Colin’s work continues to inspire and astound me, from the private commissions he
meticulously constructs to his deft and essential contributions to the animated reconstructions.
I still have all those old tapes – the idea of jettisoning those beautiful covers is unthinkable – but
at long last, this book will mean I don’t have to leaf through that fabulous portfolio one
cassette-case at a time.

Colin Howard is one of those  artists who took the template created by Chris
Achilléos and ran with it. Prior to Achilléos,  illustration, which had existed

mostly in Christmas annuals, , ad campaigns, and upon the boxes of various toys, had
been very much in the mould of a kind of genteel post-war children’s illustration – thick inked
lines, bright colours, reassuring avuncular figures admonishing drawings of men in monster suits,
that sort of thing. There was something a bit Alfred E Bestall about it all (not a criticism, but did
lend a kind of heart-warming analeptic quality to it all). With his Target book covers, Achilléos
elevated  illustration to graphic design and a wider canvas becoming of film poster
advertising, even though his covers appeared on small paperback books that you’d buy with your
pocket money.

Of all the artists that followed this breakthrough, Colin Howard is the one who really took it
to the next level. The difference is that unlike many of his predecessors in the Target range who,
after Achilléos, relied on certain aspects of comic book language for visual impact,    Howard’s
illustrations used composition and light and shade as its main tools for maximum dramatic effect.

You always recognised his work – his illustrations were always exquisite renderings, paintings
that gave his subjects such form, depth and substance they almost sprang from the cover. Yes, in
some cases they may have used familiar PR images as their source, but a Howard image was a
portal into a vivid dimension where everything happened in 3D widescreen; they invited you to
engage your visual imagination in a different way. Any Howard image immediately expanded the
universe of  and treated it with an exciting blockbuster sensibility. That a lot of his
later work adorned the VHS line was an irony of sorts; his covers always promised the 

 you remembered in your child’s imagination and hid any budget limitations your adult’s
imagination might find more challenging to gloss over. I think it’s a big reason why the VHS line
became such cherished objects of collectability because they featured such great, enticing covers.
Colin Howard is a vital link in the evolution of  art from its pulpy origins to a thriving,
sophisticated realm of print and industry in its own right. You wouldn’t have got those artfully
constructed DVD or later book covers without him.



D  has always had the ability to attract top-drawer creative talent from the
commercial art world, from Frank Bellamy’s brilliant  illustrations in the ‘70s

through the range of incredible artists who have crafted a whole host of book covers, promotional
cards, calendars, and comic strips right up to this day. All have added breadth and solidity to the
good Doctor’s adventures, extending the boundaries of the limited resources the programme-
makers regularly contended with when bringing the show to our screens.

It was during the so-called Wilderness Years of the ‘90s when the TV show was off the air that
I imagine most of us became aware of Colin’s work, when it graced the covers of the monthly VHS
releases, where his character likenesses, vibrant use of colour, and striking compositions could
be spotted at twenty paces across a busy shop-floor.

As a great admirer of Colin’s work over those years, it was a particular delight to work with
him recently on the range of animated recreations of lost stories for the BBC Blu-ray range, his
unique style being employed to add texture, rich colour, and detail to the locations of Cambridge
in , the future colony environs in , and Maxtible’s Canterbury residence
in .

As a contributor to these productions myself, it was a joy to have access to the files which were
updated daily – by a staggeringly small team of artists – with storyboards, new snippets of
animation, and expansive vistas, both earthbound and alien. Colin’s brief covered set-dresser and
designer, stylist, prop-buyer, and scenic painter, and his lovingly rendered prop paintings (many
incorporating blink-and-you’ll-miss-them Easter eggs from the show’s rich history), furniture,
wallpapers, and backgrounds add weight, verisimilitude, and huge value to these productions.

After thirty-odd years of association with the show and in an uncertain world, it’s very
gratifying to know he’s still producing new artwork, both commercially and by private
commission, that delights and enriches the  universe and will continue to inspire
young and old alike.

“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times…”
Charles Dickens’ great opening line for  has been borrowed many

times, not least for that other great sci-fi franchise, . But it applies precisely to that
very particular time in ’s history when it finally succumbed in 1989 to powers that
dwarfed even those of the Daleks and Cybermen.

At the same time, a bunch of us would-be contributors who had grown up as fans from
childhood were starting their careers as actors, writers, editors, publishers, model-makers,
sculptors, and artists of various disciplines, all hoping to contribute to the show itself or its
peripheral media. This was clearly the worst of times for all of them, wasn’t it?

Well, as it turned out, it was actually the beginning of the best of times for some. As the show
itself was gone, with no guarantee of a return to our screens either sooner or later, the hungry
gaze of the Doctor’s dedicated followers started to turn to the alternatives on view. Which, of



course, brings us to the artist celebrated by this collection of work: the dear, talented creator of
superlatively-painted cover artworks and all-round lovely man, Colin Howard.

Along with the burgeoning  series of novels from Virgin Books and the comic
strips in DWM, the BBC video releases suddenly became even more significant than they had
been, as fans started to trawl through the back-catalogue. The programmes themselves were, of
course, the main event, but – as with LP covers before the age of CDs – the covers themselves
became part of the enjoyment of the videos. Lingering over the artworks back then yielded a lot
of pleasure for the owners and seeing them once more gives a pleasurable blast of nostalgia now.

I’ve seen this with my own eyes, as fans leaf through examples of Colin’s work, each one
bringing back so many memories. Sometimes, there is a certain amount of professional jealousy
for other practitioners in one’s chosen field. It’s nothing to be proud of, but perhaps inevitable,
given the insecurity of creative types. Not so with Colin’s work. He may have the kind of talent
and finishing techniques which would normally bring on a terrible, envious gnashing of my teeth,
and of course, he’s married to the even more lovely Michelle, but Colin is just too nice a human
being for this to occur.

Enjoy these fine works and try – as I do – not to feel dizzy when you consider how much work
has gone into creating them with such tiny, tiny brushes!



MERRY CHRISTMAS



FOR MORE GREAT ARTWORK
THE TIMESLIDES PAPERBACK IS AVAILABLE!



CHECK IT OUT NOW!


